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BBP (200 m) Metallic Silhouette Czech Cup 2024 
  

Organizer: CzMSSA 

Place: shooting range Ludvíkovice 

Match Director: Klára Koukalová 

Chief referee: Cyprich Luboš 

Applied rules: Czech Cup: BBP aggregate - CzMSSA rules (IMSSU rules valid before 01.01.2013). 

 Czech Cup: IMSSU BBPU - Current IMSSU Sporting Rules. 

 GP Bohemia: Current IMSSU Sporting Rules. 

 40 + 5 sighting-in shots. 

Entry Fees: € 12,- Czech Cup; Grand Prix Bohemia € 15,-. 

Registration: All shooters must send an e-mail registration to Lubos Cyprich (CyprichL@seznam.cz) 

before each round of the cup no later than the Sunday before the shooting weekend! 

 The email must contain the following informations: how many starts the shooter intends to 

shoot, what disciplines, whether he would like to shoot competitions on Friday (on Friday 

is allowed to shoot FP, SBP or SBR only) and whether he would like to shoot on Friday 

morning, afternoon, or all day long. Without this registration, no one can take part in the 

competition; then they can shoot training only! 

 Last starts on Sunday at the latest at 11:30! 

Dates: 1. round  30. – 31. March 2024 

 2. round 27. – 28. April 2024 

 3. round 22. – 23. June 2024 (Open Austrian Champs BBP, BBR) 

 4. round 12. – 15. September 2024 (Grand Prix Bohemia) 

 5. round 12. – 13. October 2024 

Shoot Offs: Grand Prix Bohemia: The first, second and third places will be decided by shoot offs in the 

event of tied scores. 

 BBPS 5x BBP Chicken at 100m 

 BBPR 5x BBP Chicken at 150m 

 BBPP BBChick. + FPTur. + BBChick. + FPTur. + BBChick. at 200m 

 BBPU 5x FP Tur. at 200m 

 Shoot offs will be shot in five shot strings. 

Czech Cup classification: 1) sum of 3 best results, 

 2) for the score tie Ram count shall be used, 

 3) if the Ram count is equal, Turkey count shall be used, 

 4) if the Turkey count is equal, Pig count shall be used. 

In the overall classification are counted only results of IMSSU/AETSM members who are also members of 

CzMSSA. 

Safety: 

 Every shooter shall strictly follow all the safety rules in compliance to the IMSSU Sporting Rules and 

the shooting range rules! Instructions given by the Match Director or Range Officers is to be followed! 

 Safety glasses and ear protection are to be worn by everybody at the firing line. Everybody inside the shooting 

building must wear ear protection. Smoking and using of mobiles is also forbidden in this area. 

 Disqualification could be requested against any competitor violating safety rules. 
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Other: 

 IMSSU BBPU (half size targets)/ BBPU (full size targets) – it is possible to shoot both disciplines, for the 

aggregate only one result (the higher result) shall be counted. 

 

The right to make changes reserved! 


